Introduction
It is known that peptides derived from intracellular loop 3 of G-protein-coupled receptors are able to activate G-proteins [l] , and these studies have shed some light on the mechanism of activation. Recently, however, it has been shown that dimers of these peptides show enhanced potency, suggesting that multiple interaction sites on both the receptor and the G-protein are important in activation. Here we use molecular-dynamics simulations on a peptide dimer to investigate whether these observations are consistent with an activation process involving receptor dimers.
The simulations were performed on Qdimer, where peptide Q was taken from the C-terminus of intracellular loop 3 of the aW-adrenergic receptor. (Intracellular loop 3 is known to play a key role in receptor activation [2] .) This peptide dimer has been shown to be 100-fold more effective than the monomer at inhibiting highaffinity a2 agonist binding and substantially more potent in inhibiting a2 agonist-stimulated GTPase activity. In CHO cell membranes, the potency of Qdlmer was found to be about two orders of magnitude greater than that of Q for GTPase activity with GJG, [3] . Since there have been a number of recent reports suggesting that G-protein-coupled receptor activation may involve dimerization [4-71, these observations on the Qdimer would appear to be consistent with this.
However, closer examination of the structure of Qdlmer with the electron-cryomicroscopy studies of rhodopsin [8,8a] , which also show the presence of 1 ,Z-dimers, suggest that the associaVolume 25 tion of Qdimer with the receptor dimers is not straightforward because of steric considerations. Thus, in order to facilitate this comparison, we have modified our helical adrenergic receptor model (P. R. Gouldson, C. R. Snell and C. A.
Reynolds, unpublished work) to generate a fullloop model. We have also carried out simulations on Qdimer and monitored the distribution of key distances between the charged (arginine) residues believed to be important in activation. These distances will be compared with those in the various receptor dimers, namely the l,Z-dimer, the 5,6-domain-swapped dimer, which we believe to be important in activation (P. R.
Gouldson, C. R. Snell, P. R. Bywater and C. A.
Reynolds, unpublished work), and the 4,s-domain-swapped dimer, for which limited circumstantial evidence exists [ 1 11. (Although we are not aware of any reference to domain swapping in the activation of G-protein-coupled receptors by other authors, domain swapping is a known mechanism for forming dimers in other proteins and is described fully elsewhere [ 121.) The methods for constructing the receptor model and the protocol for running the simulations are described in the following section.
Methods

Receptor model
The Bz-adrenergic receptor model is based on the bacteriorhodopsin template [ 131 modified to conform to the electron cryomicroscopy projection structure of rhodopsin [8,8a] . A careful check was made to ensure that 22 of the key functional rhodopsin residues on all seven helices were facing inwards. A multiple sequence alignment involving bacteriorhodopsin, rhodopsin and PI-, Pz-and P3-adrenergic receptors was then used to define the position of the Pz-adrenergic residues. Again, a careful check was made to ensure that an additional nine key functional residues, including Se?04 and SerZo7, on helices 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7, were facing inwards. Additional refinements to the length of certain helices were then made on the basis of the results of the helix-prediction algorithm of Rost
The main ambiguity in the model, which does not affect the results presented here, probably concerns the orientation of helix 7 and here we have followed the site-directed mutagenesis data of Suryanarayana et al. [15,15a] , which suggest that Am3'' is important for binding the ether oxygen of b-antagonists and plays a key ~141.
role in the a-P switch ( [15, 16] ; P. R. Gouldson, P. R. Bywater and C. A. Reynolds, unpublished work). Consequently, Asn3I2 faces inwards in our model. (The alternative is to use the sitedirected mutagenesis information of Zhou et al. [18] , which suggests that Asp79 on helix 2 makes a contact with Am3" on helix 7 .) The helical model, which is supported by additional experimental data, will be fully described elsewhere (P. R. Gouldson, C. R. Snell and C. A. Reynolds, unpublished work), and the co-ordinates have been deposited at the GPCRDB website [19] .
The loop model and the peptide dimer
The majority of the loops were added to the helical model using a search algorithm to find similar loops from the Brookhaven protein database. Extracellular loop 2 was added in an extended conformation and constrained molecular dynamics used to form the disulphide bond and to generate the loop conformation. The final loop structure was obtained through simulated annealing by decreasing the simulation temperature from 500 K to 298 K over 5ps while keeping the rest of the receptor structure fixed. The Nand the C-termini of intracellular loop 3 were predicted to be a-helical (see Table 1 ) and so were added as helix extensions, and the remainSecondary structure prediction on intracellular loop 2 and intracellular loop 3 of the &adrenergic receptor and peptide P and peptide Q taken from the
crzA-adrenergic receptor
The prediction is given directly below the sequence; H denotes helix, L denotes a loop region.
Peptide P RIYQIAKRRTRV HHHHHHHHHH--
ing 25 residues were predicted to be loop residues and so were added using the same protocol as for extracellular loop 2.
The peptide dimer (Qdimer) was predicted to be largely a-helical (see Table 1 ). Consequently it was constructed in three initial starting geometries: a fully extended chain, an a-helical structure with a cis disulphide bond and an a-helical structure with a trans disulphide bond. All of these configurations converged to similar L-shaped configurations during the molecular dynamics, and so the results presented below are compiled from the simulations on both the cis and trans structures. The interactive modelling was performed using the W A T I F proteinmodelling software [ZO] . n
Molecular-dynamics protocol
The same protocol was observed for the minimization and dynamics of both the receptor and the peptide dimer. The initial stage involved ten steps of steepest descent and 9990 steps of conjugate gradient-energy minimization, followed by 1 ps of molecular dynamics at 10 K, 5 ps of heating from 10 to 100 K, 20 ps of heating from 100 to 298 K, followed by 40 ps of molecular dynamics at 298 K. The simulations employed the AMBER all-atom force field [21,21a] , as implemented in the AMBER 4.1 suite of programs [22] . A distance-dependent dielectric constant was used, as described elsewhere [23] . A time step of 0.0005 ps and a non-bonded cut-off of lOA was used for the molecular-dynamics simulations. During the simulations on the peptide dimer, the co-ordinates of the key C, atoms were dumped every 0.5 ps over a period of 400 ps for subsequent analysis. Figure 2 , so that the domain-swapping rearrangement can be visualized. Figure 2 shows how domain swapping brings the two copies of intracellular loop 3 in close proximity. The 5,bcontact dimer ( Figure  3b) would also bring together two copies of intracellular loop 3, although the loops would be in a different orientation with respect to each other. Consequently, Figure 3 shows how the relative orientation of intracellular loop 3 varies for selected modes of dimerization. In the apo-5,6-domain-swapped receptor cimer, the helix 6-helix 6' distance is about 30A, so it is possible to imagine that this distance is comparable with the 24A observed in Qdimer. However, in the 5,6-domain-swapped dimer containing one agonist, computer simulations predict that there is approximately an 8 A shift in the intracellular Discussion end of helix 6 (see below), reducing this distance The primary conclusion to emerge from the from about 30w to about 22w. Thus the results simulations on Qdimer is that if Qdimer functions by in Figure 1 are consistent with activation involvmimicking a receptor dimer, it does so by ing receptor dimerization, and, indeed, it may be mimicking a 5,6-dimer. The l,Z-dimer, as that the short length of Qdimer plays an important observed in the rhodopsin projection map, places part in bridging key regions on the G-protein. It the two copies of intracellular loop 3 about 70w is also clear from Figure 1 that Qdimer cannot be
Results
The distance-distribution functions between the key arginines of Qdimer are shown in Figure 1 ; the secondary-structure predictions on peptides P and Q and intracellular loops 2 and 3 are given in Table 1 .
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Proposed domain-swapping rearrangement
For clarity, the dimerization is illustrated using the chirnaeric adrenergic (grey)-muscarinic (black) receptors of Maggio et al. [5,5a] .
-Muscarinic M -Adrenergic a 2 mimicking the 4,5-domain-swapped dimer, as the corresponding distances would be too long.
The chimaeric receptor studies of Maggio et al. [5,5a] enable us to distinguish between the 5,bcontact dimer and the 5,6-domain-swapped dimer. Maggio constructed chimaeric receptors where the A domain was taken from the a2-adrenergic receptor and the B domain was taken from the muscarinic M3 receptor. These receptors and the alternative muscarinic-adrenergic chimaeras were unable to bind ligand or to stimulate phosphatidylinositol hydrolysis. However, binding and activity were restored when the two chimaeras were co-expressed, and indeed our proposed mechanism of how domain swapping can regenerate intact receptors from two chimaeras is shown in opportunity for &by a second receptor. However, if defective receptors are able to domain-swap to regain activity, it is highly likely on helices 3 and 5, this receptor will bind ligand although it will not activate G-proteins.
that fully functional G-protein-coupled receptors also domain-swap. Indeed, there is much additional evidence that G-protein-coupled receptor dimers play a role in activation (P. R. Gouldson this provides additional evidence that helix 6 may be involved in the formation of the dimer interface. Other evidence for a 5,6-domain-swapped dimer may be derived from the immunological studies of Ciruela et al. [6] .
Thus the simulations on Qdlmer provide evidence consistent with the domain-swapping hypothesis, but the results are not conclusive because other interpretations are possible, for
example Qdlmer could in some way mimic P-Q even though the percentage identity is very low.
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(The peptide P-Q itself could mimic a receptor dimer but would be more likely to mimic the N-terminal and C-terminal portions of a single copy of intracellular loop 3; since P and Q are both highly charged and because charge is important in activation, this may be the origin of the activity of Qdimer. ) In order to relate the distance-distribution functions for Qdimer to the receptor structure, it was also desirable to perform simulations on the receptor. Because the a=-adrenergic receptor has a very long intracellular loop 3 (158 residues), the loop modelling and hence the simulations were performed on the homologous D2-adrenergic receptor where our loop model contains only 60 residues. The structural comparisons were actually carried out using the static receptor model, but the simulations help in determining the uncertainty in the distances. The following conformational changes are worthy of note. First, the conformational changes in the loop model occur mainly in helices 5 and 6 and are essentially the same as those that occur in the helix-only model, as observed by ourselves (P. R. Gouldson, C. R. Snell and C. A. Reynolds, unpublished work) and others [24,24a] , except that there is less 'fraying' at the ends of the loops in the loop model. There is a lateral movement in the intracellular ends of helices 5 and 6 of about 8 A in the presence of agonist, and this adds some uncertainty in the comparison of the helix 6-helix 6' distances with the corresponding distance-distribution functions (Figure l) , but fortunately the effect is to decrease the distances within the receptor dimer. Secondly, there is a 15-20" rotation in helix 5 in the loop model, which makes SerZw and SerZo7 slightly more accessible to the agonist than in the helix-only model. The origin of this twist probably lies within the additional interactions between thf helix extensions. Thirdly, helix 5 lies 4-6 A higher in the full-loop model compared with the helix-only model (such a change, however, does not have a significant effect on the distance between the key Asp"3 (helix 3) and the serine on helix 5 (SerZo4 and Ser"'). As far as the transmembrane helices are concerned, however, the full-loop model gives structural changes that are very similar to those in the helix-only model (P. R. Gouldson, C. R. Snell and C. A. Reynolds, unpublished work). This agreement is very encouraging, since loop modelling is very much in its infancy and so any major model-dependent discrepancies would be cause for great concern.
During the 200 ps of molecular dynamics carried out on the apo receptor, it was clear that the extracellular loops formed a tight canopy, raising questions as to how the ligand may enter the binding site. There are a number of possible solutions to this problem. First, the apparent rigidity may be an artifact of the short simulation time and the loops may possibly open up to permit ligand binding during much longer simulations on the receptor in the presence of lipid and water. Secondly, the ligand may enter from the lipid. If this is the preferred route, the most likely entry point is between helices 1 and 7, since these have parallel helix dipoles and should therefore have the weakest helix-helix interaction. Some movement similar to that in the initial stages of the domain-swapping pathway shown in Figure 2 
Conclusions
Here we have presented simulations on Qdimer. The peptide Q, which is based on the C-terminus of intracellular loop 3 of the a=-adrenergic receptor, has been shown to stimulate GJG, but Qdimer iS even more potent. Similar observations have been made for the peptide P and Pdimer. Although there may be a number of reasons for these experimental observations, one explanation is that Qdimer is more effective than peptide Q in G-protein activation because the normal activation process involves G-protein-coupled receptors dimers and that Qdimer is mimicking a receptor dimer. The results of our moleculardynamics simulations on Qdimer are consistent with the hypothesis that G-protein-coupled receptors dimerize, but only if Qdimer is mimicking the 5,6-domain-swapped dimer, since this is the only form of the dimer that brings two copies of intracellular loop 3 into close proximity with each other and which is consistent with the chimaeric receptor studies of Maggio et al. [ S ] . Further evidence for the 5,6-dimer interface comes from an analysis of the external correlated mutations in G-protein-coupled receptors and from simulations on receptor dimers ( [ 2 5 ] ; P. R. Gouldson, C. R. Snell, P. R. Bywater and C. A.
Reynolds, unpublished work).
The simulations on the loop model gave very similar structural changes in the presence of Volume 25 agonist or antagonist to those observed in the helix-only model, suggesting that the common practice of modelling only the transmembrane regions of G-protein-coupled receptors is justified provided that the results are evaluated critically. These initial simulations on a loop model of the P2-adrenergic receptor suggest that the pathway for ligand binding is not immediately apparent, as the loops form a tightly binding canopy over the binding site. T h e inherent fluidity of the G-protein-coupled receptors may enable the ligand to bind either from the lipid, entering from between helices 1 and 7, or from the solvent, entering as the helices move apart, as for example during domain swapping.
